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Overview



Emerging trends in the Aged Care Sector highlight the importance of data to make 
informed decisions and meet changing requirements stemming from the Royal 
Commission recommendations

Emerging 
trends 

Open markets 
and 

competition

Workforce 
attraction and 

retention

Rapid 
escalation of 
technology

Increased 
transparency &  
accountability

Increased 
consumer 

choice 
(consumer 

centric)

Aged 
care 

providers 
response

A customer 
charter to 

demonstrate 
differentiation 
and consumer 

focus

Actively 
collecting and 
responding to 
on-boarding, 
turnover and 
engagement 

data

Technology to 
integrate 

multiple data 
sources

Technology to 
link data to 

improvement 
actions taken

Public 
reporting of 

data to 
increase 

transparency & 
promote 

choice  

The availability of data is an enabler to help create a consumer centric organisation. Knowledge and insights from 
data collected across stakeholder groups, are paramount to meeting the emerging challenges of the sector and 
recommendations highlighted in the Royal Commission Report into Aged Care.



Insync can support you to create a consumer centric organisation and provide 
data to track progress and compare yourself to other providers
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Our research 
shows, that these 
are the 5 drivers to 
build and sustain a 
consumer centric 
organisation 
/culture



What a consumer centric approach looks like
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Driver What it means What it looks like in practice

Consumer centric 
leadership

Having a board who endorse and promote a consumer centric 
approach throughout the whole organisation

An executive team who put the consumer front and centre of 
strategic discussions and see it as a fundamental aspect of the 
organisational culture

Consumer needs are always included in discussions at 
board level

Consumer  needs remain central to strategic discussions 
and actions in the organisation, so as the create a client 
centric culture

Co-create/adapt 
consumer proposition

The organisation seeks to understand the individual needs and 
preferences in a systematic manner

The organisation has a promise statement or charter that 
communicates clearly how they will meet consumer needs and 
expectations

A systematic process such as regular feedback surveys, 
that enable clients to disclose their needs

A consumer charter that reflects how needs are to be 
understood and met

Align people and culture Employees take care to understand and meet the needs and 
preferences of individual consumer

Employees view and treat consumers as individuals in all 
that they do

Align systems and 
processes

Employees are supported by reliable and efficient processes and 
systems to meet the clients’ individual needs

Systems and processes in the organisation are aligned to 
the needs of consumers

Systematically measure / 
improve

The organisation systematically and regularly gathers consumer 
feedback to measure experience and the outcomes achieved

The organisation collects consumer feedback in an on-
going manner and adapts its practice to ensure consumers 
are satisfied and their outcomes for care have been met



We can provide you with a targeted survey to better understand consumer needs
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Resident experience
Administering the survey

• Consumers can provide 
feedback online or via 
their mobile phones 
(other methods are also 
available)

• Surveys typically take 
between 5 and 8 
minutes to complete

• Two or three free text 
questions are 
recommended

• Reminders can be sent 
to non-respondents



…or a comprehensive solution providing you with valuable insights across 
consumers, their families, employees and aged care quality standards
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Resident experience

Family member experience

Employee experience

Quality standards



We have a range of possible survey options…
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Validated proprietary surveys

Insync are the exclusive licensee for Press 
Ganey surveys in the Asia Pacific region.  
Press Ganey have a suite of validated 
tools for the aged care sector. 

For example:

• Residential aged care

• Independent living

• Home care

Custom surveys

We can design a survey unique to your 
specific needs. 

For example:

•Use a selection of questions from our 
surveys

•Use a selection of items you own or that 
are royalty free

•Design questions in collaboration with 
you

• A combination of the above

Royalty free surveys

We can use royalty free tools or 
proprietary tools you may own. 

For example: 

• the items used in the Consumer 
Experience Reports developed by La 
Trobe University for the Aged Care 
Quality and Safety Commission



A simple to use, interactive dashboard summarises the results at the highest level compared to a selected benchmark

Key features

• Responses are available in real time 

• Trend comparisons provided where previous 

survey data is available

• Actual position and position relative to benchmark 

data is included where available   

• The interactive dashboard can be saved as a pdf 

scorecard

• Data from multiple surveys can be integrated into 

one dashboard

• Permission-based, access provided for all leaders 

and managers

• Ability to interrogate the data on various 

demographics (e.g. location, position, length of 

service)

Insync’s interactive portal provides responses in real time

E X A M P L ES

Easily 
digestible 

data for 
busy 

managers



The online data portal is updated in real time as consumers complete the survey. 
A customised dashboard summarises your overall results
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Net promoter score Consistency of care

E X A M P L E

Quality of care highest scoring items
Quality of care lowest scoring items

Note: the dashboard is customised to provide the information that is most important to you

Accessing survey results

An online portal can be accessed 
24X7 via any web browser

Portal is interactive to allow you 
to slice and dice the results on 
multiple dimensions



Simple click-through functionality allows you to drill into detail as needed (1 of 2)
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E X A M P L E

1. Responses to individual items (dashboard)

2. Analysis of responses by demographic group (detailed results)



Simple click-through functionality allows you to drill into detail as needed (2 of 2)
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E X A M P L E

1. Responses to individual items (dashboard)

2. Distribution of responses per item 3. Variation by demographic group



We can also provide an integrated solution to help you manage all stakeholder 
views on the one online portal
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Resident Net promoter score

E X A M P L E

Employee 
engagement 
index 

Overview of requirements for standards met

Note: the dashboard is customised to provide the information that is most important to you

Accessing survey results

An online portal can be accessed 
24X7 via any web browser

The portal is interactive to 
allow you to slice and dice the 
results on multiple dimensions

Family Net promoter score
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Aged care providers have faced many challenges over the 

last couple of years:

• The ongoing Royal Commission and public scrutiny 

• Keeping pace with changing national standards, reporting 

requirements and the introduction of unannounced 

assessment contacts or review audits

• The unparalleled complexity of keeping residents, 

consumers, families and staff safe throughout the 

coronavirus pandemic

Insync can partner with you to implement a stakeholder feedback program to optimise consumer experiences, 
understand their expectations and needs, and increase advocacy and retention

Capturing employee, consumer and family feedback with 
Insync will give you confidence that:

• you are conducting a genuine, independent assessment of 

what matters most to your key stakeholders

• you will gain a deep understanding of their experiences and 

expectations, along with what you are doing well and where 

you need to improve  

• you will have actionable information at your fingertips, in an 

easy to digest format, in real time

• you will be supported throughout the process and connected 

with helpful, tried, and tested improvement resources

Consumer and employee insights help improve quality of care



Our solutions can help you address the key challenges in the aged care 
sector…providing insights into all of your stakeholder groups
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Build a sustainable organisation

▪ Embed mission and values

▪ Improve leader self-awareness

▪ Enhance board effectiveness

Connect with clients

▪ Gather client feedback

▪ Develop a clear client promise

▪ Build a client centric culture

Align and engage employees

▪ Measure alignment and engagement

▪ Identify strengths and improvement priorities

▪ Execute improvement plans

Attract and retain the right people

▪ Understand why people join

▪ Understand why people leave

▪ Develop an employee value proposition

Insync’s services

Deliver 
your 

mission

Attract 

AlignConnect

Build
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About Insync



We:

▪ Focus on delivering your mission by measuring and improving employee engagement, client engagement and 

organisational capability

▪ Have conducted over 2,500 stakeholder engagement projects in the last 20 years

▪ Have 50 people working from offices in Sydney, Melbourne and Gold Coast; 20 people in our health, education 

and community services practice group

▪ Work with 50 leading NFPs, 30 universities, 60 hospitals and 400 GP practices in Asia Pacific

▪ Work with several large aged care providers giving us insight into the key issues in the aged care sector

Insync are a specialist research and consulting company
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Our experience working in aged care…

Note: There are 450 sites in our aged care consumer database
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What if you could see success?

Finding out what success means to you, is how we begin to understand where you want to go.

With the future in mind, we’re with you from start to finish.

Pursuing real change, we don’t leave anything to chance, deep diving into company culture and experience, 

and surfacing with actionable insights.

These insights become beacons for change on your roadmap for growth, guiding the way to the success that 

you strive for.

And we can help you get there.

Insync.

Success. Mapped.



Melbourne  |  Sydney  |  Gold Coast

insync.com.au

Attract and retain 
the right people

Enhancing  your  success through stakeholder engagement

Align and engage 
your employees

Understand and 
meet client needs

Build cohesive 
leadership teams

We focus on four critical success factors to enhance your success… 

https://insync.com.au/

